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Let Chris Help Your Organization
Achieve Better Results Through…
• Enhanced Leadership
• Increased Team Motivation,
Engagement & Productivity
•P
 ractical Tools &
Techniques That Work

Who is Chris Ruisi?

“Chris’ presentation style makes one feel they are engaged
in a one on one conversation. He presents ideas that can
actually be implemented, and improve your business.”

Nationally recognized executive coach and leadership expert, professional
speaker, radio show host and author, Chris is one of the top business
leadership speakers. He works to help companies achieve dramatic
business growth. He inspires audiences in his direct and honest
style by sharing his years of experience. Engaging, provocative and
entertaining – this is what you’ll experience when Chris speaks at your
event.

– Jill G. Rowland, President,
A+ Personnel

“His insightful and useful tactics provided tangible
strategies they could take back to their important daily
work so they could Step Up and Play Big.”

What to expect:

• Chris uses his real life experience as the former President and
COO of USLIFE Corporation and as a member of the office of the
Chairman and the Board of Directors

-Cydney M. Wessel -MSW National Director,
Healthy Families America National Office Prevent Child Abuse America

• His method incorporates his own proven expertise on how organizations
and decision- making work in order to help others
build real time solutions and achieve faster growth.

“You helped us to evaluate our past practices and to use
that knowledge to map out our future. A lot of work
went into this meeting and yet our work has just begun.
By helping us to identify our key next steps, will make us
a stronger organization going forward. Thanks again”

• His remarks will be pertinent and applicable to your audience’s needs.
• He develops his own programs weaving in “stories” and current events
and his own perspective so the audience leaves with pragmatic
techniques.

-Bruce Kramer, President
New Jersey Medical Group Management Association

You can also find Chris on:

• Based on his guidance for CEOs, other C level executives,
entrepreneurs and Boards of Directors, Chris has the ability to
convey solid material that is credible, flexible and
applicable.

Let Chris Make Your
Next Event a Success.
Chris has one main goal in all of his topics and that is to get your
company and employees to see the “possibilities” to achieve
significant growth. He wants everyone to step up and play big so he
focuses on value via end results – increased sales, reduced stress and
creating accountability among others. Using his wealth of knowledge, he
guides you through practical skills and solutions necessary to
navigate the risks and demands of the current economic climate. In the
end, Chris wants to ensure every individual can truly reach their peak
performance through personal growth and change.

To build a program for your company, please contact Chris:
chris@chrisruisi.com
732.275.9222
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KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS
BECOMING AN EXCEPTIONAL LEADER

Getting The Right Things Done –
Solving The Productivity Puzzle

It all starts with you - raise your performance
your team will follow

Increase your value and contribution by
enhancing your personal productivity

One of the first steps a leader must take
to address these challenges is to take a
candid look at their own leadership style
to make sure they are setting the right
example for their team to follow. Since
exceptional leaders succeed by knowing
how to make their situations work best for
them, Chris shows his audiences specific
techniques on how they can actually be
the “master” of more situations than they
probably realize.

All of us are challenged each and every day to find new or more ways,
tools or even tricks (yes, some of you think that tricks are the way to go!)
to improve our personal productivity. Instead of looking for that next great
idea (and wasting time while looking), start focusing on mastering the
basics first. You can easily enhance productivity on a personal as well as a
team level by starting out with a clear and specific picture of the “what”, the
“who” and the “when”.
What You Will Learn:
•
You Management not Time Management
•
How to master your time and not be victimized by it
•
Finding and Re-Directing Your Time towards more Productive Tasks
•
How to find and work on the “Right Things at the Right Time”
•
Setting key priorities and expectations
•
How to fight distractions

What You Will Learn: Learn how exceptional leaders are
•
Visionaries
•
Risk Takers
•
Effective Communicators
•
Excellent Delegators
•
Proficient at Setting Expectations
In addition, you will be given a proven technique to measure yourself against
each of the 10 key qualities to help you develop a specific plan to enhance your
leadership skills and performance.

TURNING YOUR TEAM INTO A
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

CREATING A CULTURE OF EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT AND NO EXCUSES

Every business has a team. The question for the business owner or leader
is whether or not they are functioning as a “competitive advantage” or
just “doing the work”? If your team performs badly, your customers vote
with their feet and go elsewhere. Conversely, if you team performs well,
your customers buy more often and refer others to you. The result – your
business grows and prospers.

Getting your team
successfully engaged
in the “work at hand”
has been a challenge
for all leaders since the
beginning of time. Having
your team engaged is
especially important
as employers struggle
with the challenges of
increasing productivity and
profitability.

Let your team position you and your business to
“own the market”

Build a company culture that allows your team
to Step Up and Play Big and Win

What You Will Learn:
•
A practical 10 point checklist to turn your team into a dynamic
competitive advantage through
•
Goal setting
•
Explaining the Rules
•
Clear Communications
•
Risk Taking
•
Building Team Involvement and Engagement
•
Building the Right Skills and much more

What You Will Learn:
•
What real employee engagement is
•
The three key components necessary for employee engagement to
exist successfully within your company - vision, leadership and tactics
•
The action steps needed to build your plan to create a culture of
employee engagement within your organization
In addition, every participant will receive Chris’s proven and unique
personal learning log to help them plan and implement their next steps.
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KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS
GET YOUR HEAD OUT OF THE SAND

PREPARE TO BE YOUR BEST

Be the Master of Your Circumstances,
Not a Victim

Learn how to condition you and your team to
be your best!

Far too often, people and organizations
decide that it’s easier to accept the
circumstances they find themselves in;
take some easy, no risk steps and then
“wait it out” until things get better. They
essentially lose their sense of urgency
and “stick their head in the sand”.
Learn how to become an individual or
company who always “land on their
feet”.

We all from time to time have heard people tell us and others to “do your
best”.
Great advice, but rarely does anyone suggest how to prepare to be your
best. The most successful athletes, business leaders, entertainers and
professionals all practice and prepare, so why shouldn’t you?
What You Will Learn:
•
8 specific actions you can take to Prepare to Be Your Best
•
Take on the responsibility to prepare to be your best
•
Schedule Self time
•
Develop Mental Toughness
•
Eliminate negative influences from your life
•
Learn to say no to the right things
•
Increase your self-confidence and self-belief in your ability to perform
at a higher level
•
Many more useable and practical tools

What You Will Learn:
•
How you can be the “master” of more situations than you
probably realize
•
How to stop self-sabotaging yourself
•
How to fight distractions, problem solve correctly and make
better decision

CHANGE IS THE KEY TO ELEVATING
YOUR GAME

ACCELERATE YOUR GROWTH TO
MAXIMIZE YOUR FULL CAPABILITIES

Success Follows Feeling Comfortable
Being Uncomfortable

Stop Playing Small and Start Playing Big!

Many believe that it is just too hard to become exceptional and deliberately
lower their expectations for their own performance. Setting the bar too low
doesn’t help or protect us. In fact, by doing so, you cheat yourself of finding
and using your full capabilities. In this engaging presentation, Chris shares
10 key points on using the tools within you to develop and accelerate your
grow, maximize your full capabilities and become exceptional.

Change is hard work; it requires a
100% commitment to adapt a new
behavior. And when we try to adapt to a
new behavior, it feels uncomfortable…
very uncomfortable. Some don’t like
the feeling and give up while others,
who are committed to discovering and
using their full capabilities, adapt to it.
Chris has identified 4 distinct levels of
“uncomfortable” that we each go through
when we are dealing with change Confusion; Realization; Clarity and Action

What You Will Learn:
•
How to take a risk and challenge yourself to use your full capabilities
•
How to create your vision
•
How to strengthen your self-discipline and persistence skills
•
How to eliminate excuses and push through barriers to your success
and much more
*Prepare to Be Your Best workshop proceeds this workshop

What You Will Learn:
•
How to identify where individual change is needed
•
How to plan for it
•
How to embrace it
•
How to implement it
•
How to manage feeling comfortable being uncomfortable so that real
tangible personal and business growth can be achieved
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EXECUTIVE LEADER SERIES
Exclusively for Business Leaders, Entrepreneurs, and C-Suite Executives
PRODUCTIVITY AND PROFITS THROUGH PEOPLE
The # 1 Strategy Issue for Every Business Leader

The single most important factor that will determine the success of any business is the quality of their team - how they are led to execute the
business strategy of the organization that results in increased productivity and profitability as the team creates a competitive advantage for
the organization.
In this informative and comprehensive presentation Chris will walk the participants through the four major “people” strategies that impact
productivity and profitability and helps to create that competitive advantage.
They are:
1. Selection
2. Development
3. Utilization
4. Measurement & Rewards
What You Will Learn:
•
The key tactics that fall under each of the 4 major people strategies
•
How these “people” strategies will lead to higher rates of retention of the right people, increased levels of productivity and the creation of
an effective culture of employee engagement
•
Specific tactics they can implement within their organization to maximize and leverage the value of their team towards the achievement
of their businesses operational and financial goals

LEADING A STRATEGIC REFOCUS

Challenging the Status Quo is the #1 Way to Build and Maintain Your Competitive Edge
Get your organization refocused with a top Facilitator/Moderator. Chris’ experience as a high level corporate executive and Board of Directors
member coupled with his executive coaching and mentoring experiences make him the idea leader to help your organization either carve out
a new path or to get back on track.
The primary issues addressed in a strategic re-focus workshops include:
•
Growth Challenges
•
Marketing / Branding Challenges
•
Structure Challenges
•
Leadership Challenges
•
Team Engagement and Productivity Challenges
What You Will Learn:
•
How to update your organization’s strategy to insure that it is relevant to the demands of its marketplace
•
How to set future goals for the organization
•
How to a validate your organization’s vision and mission
•
How to validate your organizational structure to support the vision and mission
•
How to create its value message/proposition to differentiate itself from its competitors and an examination into whether its culture
supports its goals
•
How to create a focused plan to move forward

If you are looking for something unique, Chris can customize a workshop to meet the
needs of your organization. He also offers a series of HR focused Keynotes and Workshops that qualify for HR CEU credits. Be sure to ask about the special options.
If you have any questions, please give Chris a call at 732.275.9222.
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